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Introduction 
 
The Internal Affairs Professional Standards quarterly report is required by the Albuquerque Police 
Department and the City of Albuquerque. APD’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 7-1-14-A Quarterly 
IAS Reports, establishes guidelines and parameters for the Quarterly Report. The data provided in this 
report is from the 1st quarter of 2020 (January through March). 
This report is intended to notify the Administration of the Police Department, the City Council, Police 
Oversight Board and the citizens of Albuquerque with statistics and the status of Internal Affairs 
investigations within the Albuquerque Police Department. 
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Legends 
Disposition 

Administratively Closed The policy violations are minor, the allegations are duplicative, or 
investigation cannot be conducted due to a lack of information. 

Exonerated The investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, that 
the alleged conduct did occur but did not violate APD policies, 
procedures, or training. 

Not Sustained The investigation is unable to determine, by a preponderance of the 
evidence, whether the alleged misconduct occurred. 

Sustained The investigation determines, by a preponderance of the evidence that 
the alleged misconduct did occur. 

Sustained/NBOOC Sustained violation not based on original complaint – the investigation 
determines, by a preponderance of the evidence, that misconduct did 
occur that was not alleged in the original complaint but that was 
discovered during the misconduct investigation. 

Unfounded The investigation determines, by clear and convincing evidence, that the 
alleged misconduct did not occur or did not involve the subject officer. 

Area Commands/Divisions 
FH Foothills Area Command MTD Metro Traffic Division 

NE Northeast Area Command OPS Operations Review 

NW Northwest Area Command OSD Open Space Division 

SE Southeast Area Command PLN Planning Division 

SW Southwest Area Command PCD Property Crimes Division 

VA Valley Area Command RD Records Division 

AV Aviation Division RTCC Real Time Crime Center 

BHD Behavioral Health Division SED Scientific Evidence Division 

CID Criminal Investigations Division SID Special Investigations Division 

COMM Communications Division SOD Special Operations Division 

Incident Types 
ACM Additional Concern Memo IAC Internal Investigation Area Command 

CPC Civilian Police Complaint ICR Informal Command Report 

FAD Firearm Discharge VC Vehicle Crashes 

IA Internal Affairs   

Ranks 
LT Lieutenant P2C Patrolman 2nd Class 

P1C Patrolman 1st Class SGT Sergeant 

Other Abbreviations 
CPOA Civilian Police Oversight Agency SOP Standard Operating Procedure 

OBRD On Body Recoding Device UOF Use Of Force 
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Data Collection 
 
For the 2020 1st Quarter Report, data from the 1st quarter 2020 was pulled from the data warehouse. 
The data was filtered to include only cases with an Incident Type of “IA Investigation”. The data 
included, but was not limited to file number, case number, received date, completion date, allegation, 
directive, finding, action taken, incident division (area command), incident section (assignment), officer 
name and rank. 
To determine the number of cases received in the 1st quarter, the data was filtered to only include cases 
with a receive date within the quarter; received between 2020-01-01 and 2020-03-31. This data was also 
used to determine the incident division, allegation, directive (SOPs violated) and number of employees 
involved and their ranks. 
To determine the number of cases completed in the 1st quarter, the data was filtered to only include 
cases with a completed date within the quarter; completed between 2020-01-01 and 2020-03-31. This 
data was also used to gather statistics on case findings and actions taken. 
To determine the number of cases pending, the data was filtered according to both the received and the 
completed dates. Receive date was set before 2020-03-31, and the completed date was set after 2020-
03-31. Pending data includes uncompleted cases from the previous quarter, and those received during 
the quarter, but not completed as of the end of the quarter. 
Each quarter the data for the preceding quarter(s) is recalculated to ensure that the data is being 
reported as accurately as possible at the time each report is produced.  

Statistical Data1 
Internal Affairs Statistics 

January-March 2020 
Internal Investigations 

 Quarter 1 YTD 
Cases Received 249 249 
Cases Completed 345 345 
Pending Cases2 112 N/A 
Employees3  232 2324 
Firearm Discharge5 2 2 

Use of Force Case Synopses 
 
The following are synopses of use of force cases being investigated by Internal Affairs for allegations of 
misconduct. This does not include every use of force investigation. 

I2019-000029 
Use of Force Action/2.52.4.F.2/Sustained 
On February 19, 2019 Officer H was dispatched to a possible auto burglary in progress. Two male 
subjects were contacted, after a brief investigation H attempted to handcuff subject LA. LA broke free 

                                                           
1 There could be minor changes to the statistics as a result of changes in data or File status. 
2 Includes current and previous years 
3 Distinct employees investigated 
4 This removes duplicates from quarters 
5 Includes only incidents where Type of Firearm Discharged is 'Accidental' or 'Animal' 
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from H and ran. In order to clear his hands H threw his handcuffs which hit LA in the back, H ultimately 
apprehended LA using open hand tactics. Albuquerque Fire and Rescue responded to the scene LA 
refused medical treatment and stated he was not injured. 

I2019-000243 
Use of Force/2.52.4.C.2/Sustained 
On June 6, 2019 a call for service was received about an incident at the Wellington Place Apartments. 
The incident culminated in a use of force. Lieutenant W was requested to the scene to investigate the 
use of force and later identified what he believed was misconduct. Lt. W requested an Internal affairs 
investigation and identified unlawful search and seizure and failure to supervise as issues of concern 
related to this incident. 

I2019-000248 
Supervisory Leadership/2.52.4.C.5/Sustained 
On May 9, 2019 an occupied stolen vehicle was located. Detectives observed the stolen vehicle being 
followed by a late 90’s Ford SUV. The two vehicles stopped at an apartment complex and backed into 
parking spaces. Detectives generated a plan to contact the drivers and passengers. An unmarked 
vehicle, with emergency equipment initiated, was parked at an angle in front of the SUV. The SUV began 
to move forward toward the police vehicle at which point Lt. J unholstered his handgun obtained a sight 
picture on the driver of the SUV, later identified as DO, until the male driver placed the vehicle in park 
and exited into a face down stabilization position. DO was booked into MDC for conspiracy and receiving 
and transferring a stolen motor vehicle. 

I2019-000719 
Use of Force Procedures/2.52.G/Administratively Closed 
On June 22, 2019 officers were dispatched to a call in reference to a male subject being verbally 
aggressive and threatening by passers with a knife and chain. Officers formed a force array and 
formulated an approach plan. When officers contacted the subject, DE, a crowd began to gather and yell 
that DE may possibly have a mental illness. At first DE was following officer’s commands but as the 
crowd’s yells continued DE became hyper and stopped following officer’s commands. DE was told twice 
not to reach into his pockets or he would get bean bagged. DE reached into his pocket and pulled out a 
knife, Officer L fired the beanbag shotgun and misses DE. DE immediately threw the knife away and 
followed instructions to get on the ground, DE was placed in handcuffs and was transported to UNM for 
mental evaluation. 

I2020-000053 
Use of Force/2.52.4.G/Sustained 
On October 8, 2019 Officer F was dispatched to a disturbance where a male subject C was threatening 
customers and striking windows on the business. While in route dispatch advised that the male was 
threatening to “beat up” the manager, appeared to be intoxicated, had removed his shirt, had kicked 
out a window, had left the property, and had now returned to the parking lot. When F arrived and 
approached C, C started to close distance around the passenger side of the unit. When F lost sight of C 
he drew his firearm to a depressed low ready, and moved to the rear of his unit, immediately gave 
commands to get on the ground, and once F was able to see both hands were clear and no obvious 
weapons in C’s waist band he transitioned to Taser. F continued giving commands to get on the ground 
and C continued to be uncooperative. F transitioned to warnings that he would be Tased and C 
continued to be uncooperative even after acknowledging he understood the instructions. A final 
warning was given and the Taser was deployed. C continued to be uncooperative while F attempted to 
handcuff him. C was evaluated by rescue and transported to the hospital. 
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I2020-000063 
Use of Force Procedures/2.52.6.A.1/Sustained 
On January 11, 2019 officers were dispatched to a disturbance call from CA about EA pounding on her 
front door. CA advised that EA may be on methamphetamine and was not allowed on the property 
because he had caused extensive damage to a vacant apartment the previous day. Dispatch also noted 
that EA had a felony warrant that indicated officers should use caution as EA has violent tendencies. EA 
was located and resisted being placed in handcuffs, biting an officer. Due to his continued resistance and 
ongoing danger to all force was used to effect his arrest. EA was transported to hospital and later 
transported to PTC without further incident. 

I2020-000068 
UOF/2.52.4.H.3/Sustained 
On August 7, 2019 a high risk felony stop was conducted after locating a Lojack stolen vehicle. A plan 
was created to contact the occupants while they were outside of the vehicle. The two subjects later 
identified as MG, the driver, and RR, a passenger, were contacted after they exited the stolen vehicle. 
Sgt. T was shouting verbal commands to RR who had jumped back inside the driver’s seat and did not 
show any signs he was being compliant to commands. Verbal commands were still being given to RR 
when he began to exit the vehicle and walk away. Sgt. H deployed from his unit with his Taser and with 
Sgt. T began to closed distance toward RR at the passenger side of the vehicle/sidewalk area. The 
original driver, MG was observed crouched down on the sidewalk with his hands above his head. MG 
had been searched for weapons yet and was not detained in handcuffs. As RR neared MG he reached 
towards his body with his right hand away from view of officers. Det. G giving commands to get on the 
ground that were not being followed. Sgt. H delivered a distraction technique with his foot to MG’s left 
shoulder pushing him towards the ground allowing a position of control over MG. T and H positioned 
MG in a face down stabilization where a knee was placed on top of his upper back until he was in 
handcuffs Medical personnel responded and evaluated both M.G. and R.R. 

I2020-000091 
General Procedures/2.52.6.A.1/Sustained 
On January 15, 2020 Officer W did not identify himself as a police officer while dealing with an individual 
who was being removed from a plane for actively causing a disturbance with passengers. The subject’s 
statements made it apparent that he was aware W was a police officer. W was in full uniform with 
badge and name tag attached with sufficient time to identify himself as a police officer. 

I2020-000153 
Use of Force Requirements/2.52.4.A.2/Sustained 
On December 8, 2019 Albertson’s staff pointed out a male subject, later identified as RW who had 
stolen items from the store. Officer W located RW engaged emergency equipment and exited vehicle 
advising RW to stop. RW did not stop. W located RW again and requested another unit due to the fact 
that RW had already run once. RW was not combative or disorderly and had sat down. W approached 
and was waiting for another unit before taking him into custody. W gave RW instructions that he was 
being detained. Without warning RW got up and began to flee again. W grabbed RW in order to take 
him into custody and prevent him from leaving. W placed RW in handcuffs and waited for additional unit 
to in order to pat him down. 
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Case Dispositions 

Pending and Completed Cases as of the End of 1st Quarter 
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Summary 
 

The most violated policy 
The most violated policy received in the 1ST quarter of 2020 was 2.8.5.E.1, Management of OBRD 
Recordings, with 51 sustained occurrences. 

Firearm discharge in the 1st quarter 
There one accidental firearm discharges that occurred during the second quarter of 2020 and two 
animal shootings. 
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Appendix 

Graphs 

Findings 
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Actions Taken 
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Division (Area Command) cases received this quarter 
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Tables 
Allegations, Findings, and Action taken (of cases closed): 
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Most Violated SOP (of cases received in this quarter): 
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Division incident occurred (of cases received this quarter): 

 
 
Rank of Officer at time of incident (of cases received this quarter): 
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